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iEx‘pm‘imrutal iiBartl
COHHEHI same equipment, used hi] it Transmedium. do

It seems a paradox when we speak of
an individual having excellent reception and
speak at prominent receiving sustems and at
one and the some time. set; the reception
problem has not been solved- So it would be
appropriate, especiallu for those who are
relativelu new to this field. to clarilt] this
situation as well as possible.

as most alreadu know, there are
lransmediums. -—- and then there are the rest
0! us. Hha there is better qualitq reception
in the presence of [Ms is still a matter of
debate. Some ol thelpossible reasons are: 1)
Then have tried harder. 2) lheu are more
hiahlu developed spirituallu. 3) then have
better equipment, d) Iransmediumship is a
talent like planing the piano, 5) It is the
result of a rare aeneticallq caused chemical
balance at the brain, 6) it is the result of
interests and abilities developed in past Lives.
?) lhe Spirits have selected onlu certain
individuals to communicate with, 8) Elm, Etc.
the list could no on and on. so take poor
choice or think up your own reason.

1lino ol the above which are not true is
that Iransmediums have tried harder and that
then have better equipment. There are some
who are not "is who have tried much harder
than the great majoritu of “15 have ever had
to tru, and have never had even close to the
some reception qualitu. find non-mediums
using the some tupe, sometimes 'the uterus

not get the some qualitt; reception. Heather
01 the above that does not appear to be true
is that the Spirits have selected onlu certain
individuals with which to communicate. In so
far as in known, it is open to anuone who
has the patience and presistence to learn how
to perceive and understand what is received.

lhe most prominent, best ltnourn
receiving systems have become prominent
because then have worked exceptionallu well.
But the catch is, then have worked well only
for the person who assembled the system.
and in each and even; case this person was a
veto strong lransmedium who had a great deal
ol faith in the system theu themselves had
built. although this mar; have occurred, I do
not personallu know of am; instance in which
and of these sustains has been of significant
benefit to anuone other than the person(s)
who built the sustem. (if am; at our readers
lrnow o! and such instance, I would appreciate
knowing about it.) Because these sustems, no
matter how well then have worked, have not
been of benefit to other researchers, theq are
curiosities, not solutions.

Hhen we speak of reception qualitu in ll:
research we are speaking in relative terms.
Because of the terrible signal to noise ratio,
voices which we consider of excellent qualitt]
in It, in am; other area of audio work would
be considered "awiul'- flnother problem is
that even strong‘ l, with one possible



exception. have to record and plot; back in ”arid than the rest at us can. lhe bottom
order to understand what is said. Even line is that the reception problem has not been
though reception is at better, more solved for either non—medium or lransntediuln.
understandable qualitu for the "‘1. their can no and the need for more efficient receiving
more com; on a reasonable, normal radio or equipment remains acute.
telephone tape conversation with the Spirit
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Translation bu courtesu ol‘ Hr Haas Heckmann June it, 199!
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Overview of equipment setup for direct IL. Contact:
bu Ernst Senlrouislri

Hunt; readers have requested technical details of the arrangement of equipment used in_ direct LL“.
contacts. He shall aladlu oblige bu publishing the basic equipment setups and bu giving a short
description of each setup. Further details can be found in mu book 'lnstrurnentallu assisted
Eommunication‘.

although the builders achieved good and at times unusual results with these sustems there can be
no assurance that other experimenters will get similar results. it is quite likelu that strong personal
contributions pier; an important part in the hiahlu unusual equipment functions and are “91
necessarilu transferable.

Receiving Sustern ot Haertino. Germanu I987
The outputs of up to '1’ receivers covering dilferent lrequencu bands are connected to each other
either acousticallu or electrically. also. a tuneable 01.! antenna and Ill radiators urere used but were
not directhr connected. the voice of FIB)! ltlfltl came directlu via loudspeaker.
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Spiricom Step ll — U‘fleil/Hetascience “SH 1982
B tones at a cassette plaubaclt modulate the 9| HHz PH carrier at a generator/transmitter. The
transmitted signal is received and demodulated across the room by a PM receiver and beamed out
bu turo loudspeakers across the room. It is picked up bu a microphone and led again to the 9!
MHz generator/transmitter therebq forming a feedback loop. "re main cassette recorder also
records the entire sound mixture. with this setup O‘Neil carried an approx- 2! hours of dialogue
with the departed scientist Dr. George J. Mueller.

r - — . ~ - - - 1

RECMExfi—flrio somrsamlk'
l ELECTRCMAGN.

SPIRICCM STEP '[ IA FIELD '
0mm museums USA L _______ .1

CASSETTE GENERATOR RECEIVER
PLAYBACK XMIT'I‘ER
13TONES “129311-12 AM29MHZ

Spiricom Step 1 — O'Neil/Metascienee 1:59 1983
l] tones between [31 and T01 H: are modulating the 29 HHz RH carrier of generator Ilsa small
transmitter at the tape used for wireless microphones. [be transmitted signal is being received and
demodulated ha a receiver across the room whose loudspeakers beam out the signal to the pickup
microphone al‘ a cassette recorder.
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1 var FIELD MICROPHONE (1—1

* — ar- an.- —— .—

.RECEIVER 2 GENERATOR 2 STEREO
VHF VHF

37.5 W 37.5 MHZ RECORDER

ii
GENERATOR 1 __ _ RECEIVER 1

INFRA-RED gag: INFRA-RED -——-—q AMPLIFIER
6 * :1 gm 6 * 31pm

mama FIELDS _ LOUDSPEAKER me]

INFRARED SYSTEM, KOEHIG, GERMANY

Infra-red Benerator Sgstem - Koenig. Germany 1‘38?
Infra-red signals at generator I are sent out across the room to IR receiver fl urhere that; are
demodulated. Ihe result at this demodulation then modulates the 37.5 I'll-i2 carrier of UHF generator
#2. the carrier is radiated across the room and picked up In; receiver #2. the 3?.5 MHz
demodulation then feeds back into generator 31 forming a [eedhaclr loop. the second output of
receiver #1 provides amplification [or the voices and feeds a stereo tape recorder.

g iGEN. 1 GEN. ZIGEN. 3 STEREO
some was Cl——~

20 1612‘32 1032:29 KHZ RECORDER

l ; 1r

R 1 STEP 2
Eli-FIELD L

MIXER 2

it i r US S R US MICRO?
r'I’i _ ... .. - .1

. ”xi STEP 1 d—
GEN- A'GEN. 5 IGEN. 6 ULTRASOUND FIELD
20..aol20..40'ao..20

t L i
WARBIEGENERATOR

ultra Sound Generator System - Koenr‘q, Germang 1985 ‘
The signals at square wave generators 1—2—3 are mixed liq mixer l. Mixer 2 further more: these
signals with the frequeocg modulated outputs of generators 4—5—6. Ihe resulting mixture rs part
audible because of the heat lreguencies and modulating warble tones- Beaming it across the room
for demodulation and recording is accomplished bu an ultra Sound speaker (Step 1) or antenna (Step
2).
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DIODE 1 DIODE 2As 0F 41/9 7—,- 1
BROADBAND : {' BROADBAND

1 . RECEIVER
|——__r _. _ _-'_r -

FM 90 MHZ
GENERATOR - GENERATOR

Air-FM SQUARE WAV]:
30 MHZ LOUD gamma KHZ RANGE

i

i3 MOROPHONES CI——‘P RECORDER

GA-l SYSTEM HARSCH-F. LUXEMBOURG

cn-l Sgstem, Harsch, luxemhoura 198?
the antenna oi a SH/FM receiver is connected to 2 diode circuits and the output at modulated
generator (translator). Occasionallu a square wwe generator is used. 2—mau conversations with
direct audible voices were possible.

YMMV Y
RECEIVER 1 RECEIVER 2 RECEIVER 3

_ rv SET
FM 33 MHZ FM 88 my. UHF 640 MHZ

é Lomsmns g g

(366 ““3 FLUORESCE LAMP BLINKING Lam RATE User:IN LAMP b® .. 9
GENERATOR
SQUARE WAVE MICROPHONE [1—, RECORDER
KHZ RANGE

EUROSIGNAL BRIDGE TIARSCH-F. LUXEMBOURG

Eutosiqnoi Bridge, Hat-sch, luxembourq, i986
lulu Short Have/EH receivers and a 8/14 10 together with two UU lamps. u "00‘6““! lamp PM}
one incandescent blinking lamp make up the sustem. Occasionally a square wave generator ls
added. the radio receivers are tuned near the EIIRDSIBHRI. (88 MHz). The it! set Operates on a
tree channel near 470 MHz. the voices from the radio sets could be hecrd directly and recorded bl]
.uicrophone.
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End of translation by Hans Heckmann

fill of us here in the English speaking world, owe a debt of
gratitude to Dr Senkowski and Mr Heckmann for making this material
available.

fiHflLVSlS
In the crystal set days of radio there were hundreds of

different detector, amplifier and associated circuits, antenna
arrangements and combinations thereof, etc.. devised by dozens 0f
radio pioneers. fis time went on. the more efficient of these were
further ' developed and eventually incorporated in modern

communication systems. Systems which today are far beyond what
early radio amateurs could have imagined in their wildest dreams.
In retrospect, even though some of these early systems may have been
considered the “ultimate” in their day, we now see them as only of
historical interest. In these early days everything was in a state
of flux. and in reality there was no such thing as a ”finished" or
”final” system.

Today. in Transcommunication, we are again experiencing the

”crystal set" days in yet another field of communication. and again
we see a state of flux in which the "ultimate" systems of today are
destined to be tomorrow’s history. To go back to our analogy of a
development mountain, each of these systems is fellowing it’s own
individual development trail up the side of the mountain. although
these systems represent most (but not all) of the best known and
most prominent, and although some have progressed somewhat further

up their respective trails than others. because none (that 1 know
of) have been of significant benefit even to other researchers. let
alone the general public, none have progressed to anywhere near the
top of the mountain. i.e., anywhere near the efficient. universal

system that is so sorely needed for the enlightenment of Humanity.

although none of the described systems has proven to be of

universal benefit, and therefore none are likely to be anywhere near
the best system possible. this does not mean they are without value,
-- far from it. figain. in the early days of radio, among the myriad
*"u..gurations, there were certain common denominators which were of
benefit and which were further developed and incorporated in more
sophisticated designs. It behooves us them to look very closely at
existing systems to see if there are any such denominators whiCh

might possibly be of universal benefit, and therefore warrant more
extensive experimentation. (For purpose of this discussion it is
considered that there are 3 Koenig systems. a step 1. step 2. BDd
infrared)

i) 1862 Use of one or more radio receivers
H) 502 Use of single receiver
R) 582 Use or 2 or more reteivers
C) 382 Use of RM receiver only
D) 252 Use of FM receiver only
E) 252 Use of both an and FH receivers

a) 502 Use of radio transmitter
3) 562 Use of speaker/microphone coupling to voice recorder
4) 502 Use of audio carrier generators

16- fl



H) 252 Use of multitone ooiceband
B) 252 Use of ultrasound (harmonics Partly aUdible>

5) 252 Use of feedback Principle
6) 252 Use of square wave generator
T) 252 Use of TU receiver
3) 252 Use of lighting effects

Used in one system only
If a device/circuit/configuration, etc.. is used in only one

system, it could mean one of two things. Either it is unnecessary,
or the Person who built the system knows something the rest of us
don’t. So it is interesting to take a closer look at these single
arrangements: ‘

1) Use of acoustic coupling within the feedback loop.
2) Use of direct feedback

0f the above the acoustic coupling used in the O’Neil system
would cause considerably more distortion than the direct feedback
used in the Koenig system. It seems the latter should be far more
efficient.

0) Use of two in-series stages

The two stage series arrangement used in the Koenig infrared
System is a step in the direction of: -—”continuously repeated
stages" as recommended from the Spirit world.

Modifications
Thanks to Dr Senkowski, we have not only diagrams of these

systems as they are now configured (as far up to date as this
information goes), but in addition we also have earlier
configurations on three of these systems. For these systems we have
in effect, "snapshots" in time showing modifications made as each
system made one or two incremental advances along it’s own
Particular trail of development. although, in so far as I know,
none of these modifications was made as the result of blind
comparison experiments, we cannot discount the fact that all of
these people are/were very experienced, and we can assume, would not
have made such modifications unless they believed there was very
good reason to do so. He should therefore pay special attention to
exactly what modifications these very talented and experienced

People made to their systems in order to improve the quality of
reception. (four modifications are considered here: O’Neil 1-2.
Koenig 1-2, Koenig 2-3, and Harsch i~2)

fidded to system
1) The first and most obvious of these modifications (532) is the
incorporation of the feedback principle (D’Heil. Koenig 2*3) Other
additions are: -
2) EH coupling (Koenig i~2l
3} FM receiver (O’Neil)
4) IR coupling (Koenig 2—3)
5) 2nd stage in series (Koenig 2*3)
6) Hultifrequency RH transmitter (Koenig 1-2)
7) Untuned diode radio receivers (Harsch)

lfl— 9



3) Hodulator (Harsch - listed as 38 flHz flH—FM generator)

Eliminated from system
1) an receiver (O’Neil)
2) acoustic coupling {Koenig 1-2)
3) Hubble generator (Koenig 2-3)
4) Ultrasonic generators (Koenig 1-2, In step 2 these could now be
considered low frequency RF generators since they now work
into an EH rather than acoustic coupling)
5) Lighting effects (Harsch)
6) FM receiver (Harsch - 1 used instead of 2)
?} UU lamp (Harsch) .‘ - ‘ “' ?= **>-
S) TU receiver (Harsch)

fine other thing might be mentioned before we leave the subject. Our
imaginary development mountain is cone shaped. This in effect means
that although the various trails may be very far apart at the foot
of the mountain, as they Progress upward they will, of necessity.
gradually draw closer together until they converge into a single
trail near the peak. This of course, means that as various systems
Progress further and further along their respective development
trails, they will gradually come closer and closer to resembling
each other. If we compare the latest version of these three
systems, we see that between them there is considerable difference.
But if we compare the three latest versions with the three earlier
versions. we see that the difference between the earlier versions is
even greater. In other words it is already becoming apparent that
there is a trend in the general direction of design convergence.

'LPq”dljlflflfillJ‘JlJlJlf1FlJlJlJNJEJIE1:1}EJEJEJli‘JlJlJlJlJWJWJIIKIlilllfififkfLfkfxflflllJlJljlf1f1r1I1I1IlflJlJlJlJfiJlJlJ‘JlJlJlfll

“......THROUBH CDHTIHUDUSL? REPERTED STfiGES"

fis has been mentioned before, in 1975 Hary received the message
"Feedback through continuously repeated sections (stages)", from her
Grandfather in the Spirit world. The message was given
telepathically in the Cherokee language. as the message was given
to her, Harys’ Grandfather, Chief Buckeye, (English ”nickname"),
appeared clearly directly in front of her. (Normal room lighting)
Hary is absolutely certain this message was given to her by her
Grandfather.

where did this message originate? This we do not know, but we
are certain it did not originate from Harys’ Grandfather. But there
are some pertinent facts that should he mentioned. First, although
Marys’ Dad was an Electronics Engineer employed for many years by
IBM, neither Hary nor her Grandfather know anything whatsoever about
electronics. Second, Chief Buckeye was respected as a nan of
integrity, both within the Tribe and within his own family. In
short, not the kind of man who would have given this information to
us unless he himself was certain it had cone from knowledgeable
fluthority.

m ~10



Unlike most (but not all) of the various information received
by di fferent researchers, vague references to Mysterious black

boxes, high frequencies, etc., the information we have received over

the years, including two visions Mary has had, although quite
incomplete, is very precise. find as much of it as can be verified
mathematically. is in fact mathematically verifiable. There is a
very strong indication here that if this information is valid. which
we will know in the due course of tine, then the source authority,
who ever they may be, know precisely what technology is reqUired To
clarify voice reception.

I once read that Edison and his helpers. had to do nearly a
thousand experiments before they succeeded in creating the electric
light. This was of course a very tedious process that involved
blowing a bulb from molten glass, attaching an element to a base,
attaching and sealing the bulb and then removing as much air as
possible with a crude vacuum pump. There were no options. There
were not a dozen different ways, or even two or three different ways
to make a light bulb. There was one way, and one way only. It had
to be right. In like manner we are told from the Spirit world, that
there is one way and one way only that voice reception can be
clarified. There are no options.

How much is the enlightennent of Humanity worth? Is it worth
as much effort as learning how to light up nans’ living quarters? I
think so, *-- and much more if necessary. Over the years there have
been some researchers who have given up because they were not able
to clarify reception. a few way even have cone to the conclusion
that clarification Might not be Possible by technical means. even
though the field is still wide open with thousands of Possibilities
still untied. Thank God Edison did not reach any such conclusion
after a few dozen, or even after many dozen failures. If he had, we
would be getting our monthly utility bill from our local Candle
Stick Maker instead of from the power Company.

Hhen we first received this initial message from the other
side, I had more questions than answers. Exactly what did they mean
by "continuously (endlessly) repeated stages"? It would not be very
practical to build some kind of experimental circuit and then
duplicate this stage until one had PC boards stretched across the
workbench. out the front door. and across the street. There had to
be some kind of finite number. But if there was a finite number,

then how could they be endlessly repeated? The answer is that one
can create a string of endlessly repeated stages in the same H39

they can create an endless piece of string. which is simply by tying
the ends together. In electronic terms this means applying or

feeding back the output of the last stage to the input 0f the first

stage. In this arrangenent, even though there is some finite number

of stages, a signal within the circuit would "see" an infinite
number of identical stages ahead.

The next question then, was how many stages? This initial

information not only gave no clue as to what the sta925 ShDUId
consist of, but also gave no clue as to how many there should be, or

even whether or not there was an optional number. This remained a
Mystery until North 1977. fit this time while working on a system
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which by chance contained seven stages, it was indicated to Mary. by
my younger Brother who entered the Spirit world when he was 23. that
this was the right number of stages. (This information was published
by fir Davis Peck in the Survival Research Foundation newsletter.
March iSTS)

In i388 Harys’ Grandfather showed her the .lrst vision of a
Transreceiver. in this vision. Mary saw what she described as a
topless box shaped container filled with electronics. The most
prominent feature was a series of upside down “U” shaped elements.
fiary feels her Grandfather drew her attention to these elements. She
is certain there were seven. ~ ._ ~-

fit this point we had been told by my Brother that seven was the
right number of stages, and this had been reaffirmed at a later date
by Marys’ Grandfather. Later on this information was verified by an
outside source when Dr Senkowski wrote that a Gentleman in Italy. a
Radio Engineer if I recall correctly, had been independently told
that seven sections were necessary.

Nhy the number seven? t not six or eight or three or
fifteen. or any other number? This still remains a mystery. He
might however speculate that this is probably the optimal balance

between benefit and distortion for the special type of stages
necessary, ~~~ whatever they are. Since all electronic circuits. no
matter how well engineered. generate a certain amount of noise and
distortion. the more stages there are in seriES, the more the signal
would deteriorate before it is returned to the input and probably
the lower would be the percentage of usable feedback. On the other
hand. since in theory the modulation percentage would be
accumulative in a series configuration, a large number of stages
would be advantageous. He might speculate then that the Spirits are
telling us seven is the best compromise.

fis mentioned. this information has been given to resaarchers
through at least three different people on three separate occasions.

Through my Brother, my Hifes’ Grandfather. and through one or more
of the Transpartners of the Gentleman in Italy. at least to me.
this strongly indicates that the source fluthority knows precisely
what is necessary to clarify reception. In writing this I am
PEMindE‘d Of an Old saying:

"after all else has failed. as a last final resort, -—— try reading
the instructions."

as can be seen from the accompanying table, using multiple

stages makes good sense from a mathematical standpoint. If for
example, we assume a voice modulation percentage of 3.1x in a single

stage non-feedback configuration. then our final modulation
percentage is of course. 8.12. fis waS“discussed in the last issue.

this can be considerably improved by adding feedback in the 5951?"-
In this‘case if we assume 9.12 voice modulation and are able to use
582 feedback. the resulting modulation percentage as seen at the
detector has dour-“hl to 0.22 If we then go further and add 8 more
stages. the resulting modulation percentage raises to 1.412. or over
7 times the single stage modulation percentage.
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95 can be seen from the chart, this relationship holds for
different aercentages of feedback. The final modulation percentage
using 7 stages is always somewhat over 7 times the Percentage
resulting from use of only a single Stage. filthough not shown. this
relationship also holds true For different levels of initial voice
modulation. If for example, the Spirits are able to cause an
individual stage modulation of 12 instead of 9.12, and we assume 592
Feedback. then a single stage resolts in only 22 modulation which.
depending on the carrier, would be very difficult to hear. 6n the
ether hand with a seven stage system this would result in a 14.1
modulation percentage which. again depending on the carrier. Should
be quite easy to understand.

In ordinary radios we use special "tuning techniques” such as
tuned tanks or crystals, heat Frequencies, filters, etc., in order
to improve the 3/“ ratio. It is my belief that those who are the
source of this information are telling researchers that the
feedback effect and the multistage configuration are two of the
"tuning techniques" that are necessary to improve the
Iranscommunication signal to noise ratio.

”adulation 2 after 166 feedback cycles
Generator output 1 U Test Uoice modulation 6.1 2

FB 2 1 Stage 2 Stage 4 Stage 7 Stage

18 .111 .222 .445 .791
29 .125 .256 .591 .879
38 .143 .296 .573 1.91
49 .16? .334 .679 1.18
59 .299 .491 .994 1.41
66 .259 .582 1.61 1.77
79 .334 .676 1.35 2.38
99 .582 1.91 2.94 3.61
98 1.91 2.94 4.16 7.49

91 1.12 2.2? 4.64 8.49
92 1.26 2.56 5.25 9.54
93 1.45 2.93 6.94 11.1
94 1.69 3.43 7.19 13.1
95 2.83 4.13 9.69 16.6
96 2.51 5.15 16.9 26..
97 3.26 6.72 14.3 27.4
93 4.49 9.39 29.9 39.2
99 6.61 13.9 39.2 69.8

99.1 6.99 14.4 31.5 ----
99.2 7.21 15.1 33.6 ~-~-
99.3 7.53 15.8 ' 34.6 -*-"
99.4 7.99 16.5 36.3 -*-—
99.5 8.25 17.3 36.1 ----
99.6 3.65 19.2 49.9 ----
99.7 9.97 19.6 42.1 —**-
99.9 9.52 29.8 44.3 5-"-
99.9 16.6 21.9 ' 46.6 ———-
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18 GUTO 50 :ReH HULTISTBGE FEEDBfiCK T0 SINGLE HDDULfiTDR
EB REM C-iZBD. 38 CULUHH
36 RE” BILL HEISEHSRLE
46 REM
SB SCHCLR:CLR:CDL8R5,4:COLOR8,7
68 PRINT:PRIHTTfiB(22)”H U L T I S T fl 5 E H H H L ? S I SU=PRIHT
78 PRIHTTflB(28)”fi F FEEDBRCK T0 MODULHTBR”:PRIHT:PRIHT
80 PRIHTTHB(31)”D B T 3 I H P U T”:PRIHT
95 IHPUT” GEN OUTPUT UDLTS P-P = ”;G:PRINT
188 INPUT” TEST UOICE HUDULBTION Z =
”;H:PRIHT:H=H/ififl
113 INPUT" NUMBER OF STREES = ”:SzPRIHT
12B INPUT” TEST FEEDBflCK Z =
”$F:PRIHT:F=FIiBB
13B INPUT“ # DF CYCLES = ”;C
148 PRINT:PRINT:PRIHTTfiB(32)”fiHfiLVZE- fi":PRIHT=PRIHT
158 PRINTTRB(26)“RESET- R”TflB(58)“STOP- SPRCE”
168 BET 85 IF fl$=””THEH168
1?8 IF fi$=EHR$(85)THEH228
139 if fi$=CHR5(82)THEH16
288 IF fl$=CHR$(32}THEH STOP
Zia GOTHiBfl
226 SCHCLR
23 I1=GIIZ=G+(G*F1)
246 IF S=1 THEHZBB
258 FOR 9=1 T8 3-1
288 I2=12+(I2*H)
270 NEXT V
288 01=IiiD2=I2+(12*H)=D=DE-Dl:F1=(D/G)*F:HF=((D2-Di)/Di)*1092X=X+1
238 IF X=>C THEH318
388 GOT0238
318 SCHOLR:PRINTTfiB(22)"H U L T I S T H G E fl H H L V 5 I
S”:PRIHT:PRIHT
328 PRIHTTflB(23)"D fl T n E H T E R E D":PRIHT
330 PRIHTTflB(28)"GEH OUTPUT = "G" UOLTS P-P"
348 PRIHTTflBfi?)"TEST UOICE MDDULflTIUH = "Hfiiflfl" Z"
358 PRIHTTflB<22)”HUHBER 0F STHGES = ”S
363 PRIHTTfiB(25)"TEST FEEDBflCK = ”F*1Bfl" Z”
3?8 PRINTIHB£22)“HUHBER DF E?CLES = "C:PRIHT:PRINT
338 PRIHTTHB(33)”H H fl L Y 5 I S":PRIHT
398 PRIHTTflB(25)"DETECTDR IHPUT= "D2" U“
480 PRINT=PRINTTfiB£24)”DETECTflR OUTTQT= ”D" U"
418 PRINT:PRIHTTfiBfi25)"FEEDBfiCK LEUEL= ”F1:MF=((DZ-Dl)/Di)*iBB
423 PRINT:PRINTTfiB(23)"FIHfiL NODULRTION= "NF" 2”
433 PRINT:PRIHT:PRIHTTfiB(2B)”RESET— R“TfiB(53)“STGP~ SPHCE"
449 SET fi$:IF fi$=""THEH44B
458 IF fiS=CHR$(82)THENiB
458 IF fi$=CHR$C32)THEH STOP

Since I an just a ”re—cycled“ air Force Radar Technician. after

first analyzing the feedback effect as was described in the last

issue. I ask for criticism of the analysis from certain other

regearchers, two of when replied. One of these People was Mr Hans
Hecknann. who’s opinion was Published in the last issue. The other
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was Mr filexander fiacRae. fis some of you know, Hr HacRae is a
Scientist and Engineer who has worked for some years on audio
research for HfiSfi at the 3R1 research center, before returning to
Scotland to open his own Electronics Company. Hr HacRae had the
following comment to make:

"I found your letter and teChnical analysis very interesting,
and I have some comments coming through on that — so stand by!

Von are definitely on the right lines.”

Mr HacRae also enclosed a copy of a paper he had written which
in part pertains to this subject and gives a more scientific
explanation. To wit:
(in part)

Laboratory Notebook Ho. 2

The Unquestioning Beliefs of Science.

{1) It is astonishing how few scientists ask themselves *

"Nhat fiCTUfiLL? IS a physical law”?

(2) It is saddening to the point of despair how few scientists ask
themselves —

"How do physical “laws” BET CUHMUHICHTED to all the things they
control"?

a Physical "law“, (as we call it). is a HUHBN STfiTEHEHT. It is a
statement of maximum probabilities. In most cases, these maximum
probabilities are Certainties ... apples fall down from trees, not
UP; electrons repel other electrons. not fiTTRflCT; south poles
attract north poles ... etc; statistical certainties - probabilistic
maxima.

There are reasons why such maxima exist — and these are dealt with

elsewhere - but for the moment what we need to take on board is the
concept that it is these probabilistic maxima that - as a group —

dE'tE‘f‘HinE' the characteristics Of the physical universe.

The way it is normally put is that it is ”PHYSICfiL LflHS" that - as a
group - determine the characteristics of the physical universe.

However there aren’t "physical laws" as such - there isn’t a Great
Lawbook in the Sky from which instructions are sent to everything in
existence to tell it how to behave ... Of what material would such

laws consist? If they were to control material existence then they
would have to consist of something beyond materiality. finyone using

the term "PhQSical Laws” in defense of rationality is treading on
insubstantial ground.

The characteristics of the Physical universe are reflected in
probabilistic maxima, in these Certainties.

m -lfi



The Exclusion Cage. However, this also Makes the physical universe a sort of informational
"exclusion cage."

We have seen that what is going to happen is determined by strong probabilities but
what is NOT GOING TO HAPPEN is also determined by these strong probabilities.

So, apples shall fall down, but not UP ; electrons shall repel each other, not ATTRACT
; thou shalt not LEVITATE nor SEE THE FUTURE nor be in any way paranormal — which is to

say, UN—USUAL of LOW PROBABILITY.

However, it is possible to "weaken" probability, locally.

Weakening Probability. Probability is at its lowest where the sequence of events, locally, is
random — where the sequence of events is unpredictable. Thus you find "paranormal"
phenomena are often associated with random events. White noise, atomic decay, tea-leaves,
the I Ching yarrow stalks, even earlier, the cracks produced in turtle shells by heat, all random
processes. Note that paranormal simply means beyond normal, or improbable.

One can, however, lower probability by determinate means, and this occurs in most of
the workable EVP methods. It is, | suggest, the meaning behind Weisensale's received message
to use many repetitions.

The Delta. Taking up this point, some years ago I developed the Delta method. This used 4
loudspeakers connected as an acoustic bridge, and acting interactively as microphones also, in a
highly reverberant small enclosure. Such were the number of repeated wavefronts that
probability was already low due to the complexity of determination. This was further reduced
by the ”probabilistic feedback loops" introduced by interactions.

Probabilistic Feedback Loops. If a factor A is determined by three other factors B, C, D; and if B
is likewise determined by three factors - A, C, and D then you can see that the state of A is
partly determined by B, which is itself partly determined by A. Thus B affects itself, as does A,
and the end result of this is to introduce probabilistic "interference fringes" - a sort of
"banding" or binary distribution, much as in Chaos Theory effects, whereby probability may be
minimal local?"

The breakdown of probability now puts subtle and otherwise unseen influences on the
same footing as normal effects within the Exclusion Cage — that is, Information can "seep into"
the normal, (usual), Physical universe that is normally excluded by Certainties.

We know from a correspondent that both the Koenig (early system ——Ed) and the Alpha
systems use swept—frequency signals. A swept—frequency signal is for most of the time an
entirely predictable sequence. But one cannot sweep the frequency in one direction forever
a transition point arrives and it is here that the signal becomes instantaneously
indeterminate.
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EXPERIMENTAL PART 1
TC TRANSMITTER
One of the reception methods that is most attractive from an experimental standpoint, is the
radio -transmitter method. This method uses a local, low power, wireless microphone, type
transmitter. Since there is every indication that Transcommunication is amplitude modulation,
this type of experimentation of course, requires an AM transmitter. Although numerous
wireless microphone type transmitters are available through Radio Shack and other sources, all
of these transmitters are FM rather than AM.

Some time ago I was able to locate a schematic for a low power AM transmitter
(SU—i0/19). This transmitter has an effective range of only a few feet, which is ideal for TC
research. It will put out a clean RF signal which can be AF Modulated by an electronic white
noise generator (SU-9/21), a built in tone generator for alignment as shown, or can be
configured }o accept an external AF carrier such as the signal from a carrier recorder, etc. A
rotary switch is used to select the Modulation input or select RF only. The unit can be battery
powered or powered by a small duel voltage supply. If a power supply is used it should be in a
separate enclosure as the noise generator is quite sensitive to EM, especially 60 Hz hunt. The
tuner is a standard capacitor used in shall broadcast band receivers. The coil is 100 turns of coil
wire, center taped at 50 turns, wound on a 5/16" ferrite rod. A replacement Radio Shack
telescoping antenna is used, but an ordinary piece of hookup wire will do.

In blind comparison experimentation, this transmitter with a shall portable broadcast
receiver, was approved over the Airband Method although there was no noticeable
improvement in absolute reception quality.

A STARTING POINT
In the "cats whisker" days of radio, Hobbyists, later to be known as radio Amateurs, started
with the very simplest of crystal receivers and worked upward through trial and error. During
these early days there was a great deal of experimentation with a large variety of circuits. As
time went on circuits which proved to be of benefit were further refined and incorporated into
more advanced designs. Others that did not work as well, were simply dropped by the way side
and became history.

There is no reason why Transreceiver technical development should not follow the same
path. In fact, to a certain extent it already has, and it is probably inevitable it will continue to do
so. The only real difference being that with the existence of modern electronics, sophisticated
test equipment, manufactured components, computer Modelling, stereo recorders, etc., TR
development should be much faster than was the early development of radio. Just as one
example, if it had been possible in crystal set days, to stereo record reception from the same
transmitter
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simultaneously through two sightly different crystal sets. and then
later compare and study the difference. it would have been much
easier to detect subtle quality differences between two different
designs.

as was mentioned previously, where one starts in TE electronics
experimentation is Pretty much immaterial. finy place around the
base of the mountain will do. fill trails lead upward. From the
discussion of methods in SU-S it is quite apparent any number of

blind comparisons could be used as a starting point.

Dne Possibility which appears. at least to me, to be the most
logical. is to start with nothing and add only what is necessary.
That is, to begin with the absolute minimum circuit, add first of
all what is obviously necessary, and then add whatever else is
approved by the other side through blind comparison experimentation.
Obviously this is not the only way to start. but it is the only
method that has the advantage of not dragging along exce55 baggage
in the way of unnecessary circuits. FOI“ example, we know radio

receivers are capable of voice reception. But we also know that the
TC reception process is something entirely different from the
reception of a radio signal. So which circuits in a radio are
necessary to the TC reception process, and which are irreverent?
The only way we can find out is through experimentation.

There is also another reason to begin with the simplest

Possible and work upward, and this is because of equipment size and
complexity, not to mention expense. If for example. one wished to
experiment with T transmitter / receiver stages and each stage
consisted of a standard portable radio, and a small transmitter
about the Size of a portable radio. it would literally require a
whole room full of equipment. Not only would this be cumbersome and
impractical, but it would be unduly expensive as well.

Our ultimate goal of course, is to learn how to design a
Transreceiver which is not only efficient but which can also be

built into a single cabinet of practical size. find the best
approach to this problem would be to begin with the absolute minimum

and add only what is necessary until the maximum possible in

reception quality is reached. The final result of such development
could turn out to be a relatively simple circuit configuration, or
it could turn out to be far more complex than anything thus far
built by anyone. or even imagined. But in either case the resulting
ultimate design will (down the road) provide the highest quality
reception possible, and at the same time will include no circuits

which are not necessary for it’s efficient operation.

He might begin then by asking just what is the simplest circuit

capable of voice reception? He already know from the discussion in
SU-S that a radio receiver alone is capable of receiving voices. SD
in theory then. the simplest Possible radio receiver would. at the
same time, also be the simplest possible Transreceiver. Dr to put

it another way, there is no reason known why it would not he. as
you know. the simplest possible radio receiver consists of only
three components. a length of wire, a diode, and a set of earphones.

(Fig 1) Unless one lives on the moon. this arrangement will simply

Miami
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Fig i

nntenno Lflre _ a»

Configuration 1 e— GEL

Pick up the strongest on signal in whatever area the experinenter
happens to live. Or if there is no relatively strong transmitter
near by, it will pick up nothing at all. If a transnitter can be
Picked up, broadcast, Police, etc., then this circuit should be
capable of voice reception by using the standard radio station

Fig 2

g7 Recorder i
Set. _;,=_ !

method.

fis is apparent from the schematic, retified RF energy is
applied directly to the earphone coils. If the earphones were
capable of responding at RF frequency nothing could be heard because
the output would be RF rather than audio. However because of the
weight and inertia of the coil / diaphragn combination, the
diaphragns follow only the fiF frequency variations in the RF pulse
peaks, effectively filtering out the RF and reproducing only
whatever audio modulation is carried by the signal.

Fig 3
' 0931 r 1TH men 1

L .
Lb, 1‘1“J - A; 1N23F

x: ’_I—‘é I9.5 mh L; '3 139 K E - 3 f... 33 193 K
f 3 turns [ 3 g _L
L;— ‘\ {’- f 18 K fl... 2999 pf

1L—-.fl_1f r—i: 11 1 t:

i, 22 pf ': _{

another way to use this circuit in TE experinentation would be
to connect it directly to the input of a recorder. (Fig—2) Howeuer
in this case we would be applying an RF signal directly to an HF

amplifier which does not work well. The solution to this is to
filter out the RF. i.e., denodulate the signal before it reaches the
recorder. This can be done by using either a resistor f capacitor
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combination to set up an RC time constant, or a resistor / inductor
combination to set up an RL time constant. Either of which would
filter out the RF by responding only to the audio. Such circuits
were in fact experimented with by Konstantin Raudive. and became
known as the diode method. From the book Breakthrough, there were
three variations of this circuit. (Fig 3)

Such circuits are quite insensitive and require a very strong
Signal for anything to happen. If silicon diodes are used a minimum
signal of approximately 1 U P-P is required to reach the diode
threshold. (.5 This can be somewhat improved by using a Germanium
diode which has a lower threshold of .a. This means in effect that
if an incoming signal carries a 33K modulation. even with a
Germanium diode, the signal would have to develop a P-P voltage in
excess of .S U on the antenna, in order for demodulation to occur.
(The signal required here would be approx. 168,888 times stronger
than the .308,986 U signal we are told is required for demodulation
in our radio telephone) This of course, would require either a very
strong or a very close transmitter, especially if an extremely short
antenna of only 8—19 CH (approx 2.5—4 inches) is used, as was used
by Raudive.

Nowhere in any TC literature I have ever read, has it ever been
explained just how the Spirits, in their non-material realm, are
supposed to go about building the equipment to send us such a
”Sledgehammer" electromagnetic signal, or for that matter, any kind
of electromagnetic signal at all. (There is of course certain
evidence they can modulate such signals which we supply from here on
this side.) If the Spirits were capable of sending electromagnetic
signals to us the first and most obvious means of communication
would be for them to simply build simple wireless microphone type
circuits (there are tens of thousands in the Spirit Horld who know
how to do this). and talk to us, loud and clear, through most any
radio receiver. Since such circuits are very simple and since the
Spirits do not do this, I take this to be very strong evidence that
it is impossible for them to construct electronic circuits 0f any
kind, in their non~material realm. (Personally. when I hear of the
Spirits using mysterious "transmitters” and ”electronic black boxs”,
etc., to communicate with us, especially if this information has
come through a Channeler, I reach for the salt shaker.)

It should be mentioned at this point there is some eoidenca
that in a few cases a radio signal may be present. In these cases,
when using the radio static method, there is a decrease in
background noise which X once believed to be a positive indication
of not activation by an incoming radio signal. In the past few
years I have come to believe there may be other explanations for
this effect, which I won’t try to go into here. If in these few
cases there actually is an EH signal present, we may be dealing with
a different phenomenon, such as reception from a UFO or from a
parallel material dimension, if such there is, where the physical
means would be avai‘ehle to transmit such signals.

In any case Raudive and at least one or two others evidently
did get decent reception using these crude diode circuits. However
I don’t personally know of anyone since who has reported anything
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but the most mediocre results, or more often no results at all, even
though dozens of researchers, (myself included) have probably tried
this method. It should be remembered here that Raudive was a strong
Transmedium and for strong Transmediums most anything works, more or
less. To my knowledge, no attempt was made to determine whether the
voices actually arrived in the diode circuits or whether they
arrived in the recorder itself. Since it was probably not known at
that time that a recorder with no microphone or other input, is
capable of voice reception. it was more likely just assumed the
voices arrived in the diode circuit in the form of a radio signal-

fis mentioned, these circuits were connected directly to the
input of the recorder. ns seem from the discussion in SU-S.

Fm 4t.
—_—fi18 K ::- . : RF flmp

Ber. «L } lfiouser

Configurofion 2

connecting the carrier source to the voice recorder via Patch cord,
is not the best method. If one is to experiment with detector
circuits, then the next requirement is an audio amplifier and
speaker. (Fig-4) Hot only is the speaker /’ microphone coupling
slightly more efficient in the reception process, but it also allows
the operator’s comments to be recorded. find allows the operator to
hear exactly what is being recorded including any voices which may
be of good enough quality to be understood directly from the
receiver.

For this purpose virtually any small audio power amplifier,
such as the ? watt Hi—Fi Mouser unit shown (SU~18/1f), is suitable.
fibout the only requirement being that it be compact enough so as not
to take up much space in whatever cabinet you plan to use for your
experimental TRs.

fit this stage what we have, in essence, is simply a very crude,
untuned radio receiver. It might be ask, — why bother to do all
this when for just a few dollars one can buy a far more
sophisticated receiver at Radio Shack? There are several reasons:
First, what we are working on is an experimental ”Transreceiver",
not a radio, even though at this stage the circuit would be capable
of receiving radio signals. Second, the detector circuit, which we
will need to experiment with, consists of a few parts on a
breadboard, where it is very easy to modify. and third, the
circuits that are present are only the ones that are actually
necessary, we have no excess baggage in the form of unneeded
circuits. '
(To be continued......)
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LETTERS
The following letter was received from Mr 6 Smith. retired

Electronics Engineer. although Mr Smith is quite new to the Tc
field. his letter is so interesting and informative it certainly

deserves to be included in this issue.

{In part)
”One of the most surprising things to me was that I had quite
inadvertently discovered EUP back in the 1336’s and didn’t have the
wit to realize what was going on. also, of course, the technology
was not available in the 38’s to record and review what I had heard-
I had only one shot at it, in real time, and could only ask
plaintively, "Hhat was that? “hat was he saying?”

I had these experiences while playing around with superregenerative
receivers in an era when there were still very few stations on the
air and lots of wide Open spaces in the ether. Of course, in those
days I used vacuum tubes, but who knows whether comparable effects

could be obtained with solid state technology? Vou might want to
give it a whirl.

i have observed that where people get in trouble and expose

themselves to public ridicule is not in reporting some phenomenon.
but in trying to sell the public on some particular reason why the

phenomenon is occurring. Hhen you say TC are from the deceased, SSH
will pooh-pooh it. If you said they were from Mars, maybe only 392
would ridicule it. If you said the transmissions were from Some
unknown pirate radio station you were trying to locate and identify,

less than 12 would doubt you.

There’s a case in point right here in Princeton. There’s a fine
laboratory where scientific studies are being made of the effect of
mind on such things as the output of a random number generator. If
they had stated publicly that they were studying psychokinesis, the

experimenters would have been laughed out of town. But they were
smart. They called their work the study of engineering anomalies.
and they are highly respected.

(Love that Paragraph! I wonder how many other studies of
”Engineering anomalies" are going on around the world because our
civilization is not yet ready for such studies! -Ed)

I can think of a couple of ways that EDP could be cloaked in greater
scientific respectability, at least to social scientists. Nearly

everyone agrees, some readily, some with a considerable degree of

reluctance. that we have accass to a tremendous amount of

information via the unconscious. find those of a Jungian persuasion

(including me) view the collective unconscious as the repository of

virtually an infinite amount of additional information.

fine of the most reliable ways of accessing the personal unconscious
is by means of the Rorschach inhblot test. and I can’t help
wondering whether white noise (or the random noises of rain. wind or
waterfalls) isn’t the auditory equivalent of the visual stimulus of

inhhlots. The inkblots trigger the unconscious to produce for us
visual images of personal significance. Perhaps white noise



triggers the unconscious to produce word sounds of personal
significance.

9 good way to test this proposition would be to give half a dozen
People copies of the same tape and have each one decode it without
consulting the others. If they all came up with Precisely the same
HeSSage, it would blow the above theory out of the water. If there
was not complete agreement, then it would be appropriate to call in
a crew of clinical Psychologists to ferret out the explanations.

The other possibility I had in mind is more or less inspired by the
Princeton engineering anomalies studies. There is now
incontrovertible evidence that some people are able to effect the
output of the HHS by thought alone, to a statitically significant
degree. and it’s my understanding that the heart of the RHG is a
noise diode.

?our amplifier with no microphone conneCted and the gain wide open
is doing the same thing as the noise diode in the RHG. find we know
that thought can affect the noise generated by the noise diode.
There are voluminous technical studies and thousands of pages of
statistical tables to back that up. So why couldn’t the operator’s
unconscious be affecting the output of his amplifier to a
statistically significant degree? But here we have a double whammy;
the unconscious is influencing BOTH the signal and the
interpretation of the signal. This might even explain why psychics
get clearer reception."

Reply
The experience you had in the 38’s, I think, was extremely rare

but not unique. Others have reported similar incidents. even the
reception of unexplained messages on teletype. Vou certainly did
have the wit to realize and PEHEMbEP this as inexplicable incidents.
I think it probable most such incidents were rationalized away and
forgotten.

I would agree with Jung that there is a collective unconscious.
I know for a fact telepathy is real because it has happened to Mary

and I personally. It is not too difficult then to hypothesize that
some or all humans are connected by a kind of unconscious telepathic

network. I do not however believe this can explain TC voices which
are clearly from very individual, conscious, intelligent entities.

If I recall correctly, Jung was a student of Freud. Freud, in

later life, became very interested in Spiritualism and is said to
have made the statement that had he his life to live over, he would

have investigated Spiritualism rather than studying the mind.
although Jung and Freud went their separate ways, it occurs to me
that Juno may also have reached a Similar conclusion about
Spiritualism without making his beliefs public. Perhaps in using
the term ”collective unconscious” Jung was calling Spiritualism an
”Engineering abnormality” in order to make it more acceptable to his
Peers. --- Just a thought.

Indeed listening to various fiF carriers is the auditory
equivalent of the RorSChach inkhlot test. I have no doubt what so
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ever that on UCCBEiDI‘I the FIi does form a voice out Of noise "her”?
in fact no such voice exists. This argument applies however. only
to the very weakest voices. fis the voices become louder, this
argument becomes null and void. Many, many researchers have
recorded voices that can be examined on an oscilloscope. find an
oscilloscope doesn’t have much imagination.

In laboratory studies it has been found that ordinary human
voices can be understood even at several DB BELUN the noise level.
Understandability however, drops off rapidly until at about -8 DB
only about 182 of what is said can be understood. This minus DB
area is the level which I have been calling non-mediumistic, and is
the level at which I have reason to believe the Spirits can effect
the equipment directly without the help or even the presence of an
Operator. Coincidentally, when I ask how much I understand, I was
told I only understand about 182 of what they actually say. The
real challenge in TC communication, is to improve equipmont
sensitivity to the point that negative DB reception is brought uP to
a positive DB level so that TB communication is more available to
everyone.

In my early work. because the voices were so weak, I was quite
concerned that they may simply be my imagination. For this reason I
frequently ask Mary to listen to recordings. I would tell her only
that I thought there might be a voice at a certain count, but not
what I heard. He almost always agreed on gender and had a high.
over 582, agreement about what was said. Even where we did not
agree, about half the time there was close similarity, such as one
of us hearing “Re are here" and the other hearing “Three are here".
Later we further refined this technique, and still had the same
results. I would listen to the recording, write down what I heard
and tell ”any nothing. Mary would then do the same. Only after we

were both finished would we compare what we had written down.

Even on high quality voices there is not always 186% agreement
on what is said. For example, because of differences in individual

hearing sensitivity, etc., two people can listen to a weak but
ordinary radio broadcast and come up with two different
interpretations. The important point. I think. is not that there be
1862 agreement, but rather the basic fact that human voices which
cannot be explained by science. are appearing in our receiving
systems.

I do believe, as you say, that in the case of Transmediumistic

reception, it is indeed the flperator’s unconscious mind which is
effecting the receiving system to a significant degree. find there
is a certain amount of evidence to back this up. Some years ago in
a Laboratory here in California, Livermore I believe, a Hr Inga
Swann was able to effect the intensity of an underground magnetic
field associated with some kind of particle detector. On another
occasion, this sane Gentleman. in tests at the New ?ork City
College. effected the temperature as registered by a thermocouple

sealed in a thermos bottle. Hhether he actually effected the
magnEtic field and temperature or, as I think far more likely.
effected the electronics or gauges, is an open question. But
something was effected.
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Hr Ura Geller (if I’m spelling his name Correctly) the
Gentleman who can bend metal by concentration and has taught others
to do the same. I think has amply demonstrated that the Mind can
indeed effect matter. If we use a lot of electricity we can weld
two pieces of metal together, if we use a little bit we can carry on
a conversation through phone lines. My guess is that the same is
true of Psychokinetic energy. If we use a lot it can bend solid
metal. If a little bit is used it can facilitate TC communication.

Hhen formal Science finally pulls it’s head out of the sand,
and recognizes the existence of TC. the argument will not be about
the existence of TC voices, because their existence is an undeniable
fact. Hhat they will argue about is their origin.

In Transmediumistic reception we have an effect on matter
(electronics) by a mind (presence of the Transmedium). By
definition then, TC communication is a psychokinetic effect. The
real argument then is whether the voices originate in the Operator’s
subconscious. or whether the Operator’s subconscious is used as a
"relay transmitter” in the same sense as such transmitters are used
in amateur radio communication to receive, amplify. and retransmit a
signal. In this case a telepathic signal received from a Spirit,
which is then ”amplified" and "rebroadcast” as a Psychokinetic
signal which effects the electronics. For what it is worth, it is
my opinion, and the opinion of everyone I know of who has had
personal experience with T0 communication, that although these
voices. in most cases, may come through a Transmedium, they
originate from external, conscious, intelligent entities.

Comments about The 30 Series
The following comments have been received from our readers. Since
they did not know these comments would be printed. I will print only
the comments. not the names.

1) "Has delighted to receive Spirit Uoices Ho 3 that you sent me
recently. 9 lot of good material in it. Especially gOt a lot out
of the article from UTF Post regarding the wobble method of voice
generation. Love to see novel circuits in this regard as it
stimulates my inagination along similar lines.

It’s great to know you are able to produce "Uoices" reasonably
regularly * I feel it is a very important and needed focus for
technical research into EUP.”

2) ”In closing. let me say that I admire your writing talents very
much. I wish I could write as well as you do. Everything is very
clear and unambiguous and a pleasure to read (the only thing that
bugs me is your insistence on misuse of the apostrophe).”

3) "I was very pleased to receive your two recent copies of

"Spirit Uoices" and have you become aCtive again as you have a lot
to offer. I understand the constraints of family and job and know

you must lead a very busy life. He need technical leadership in

this country and you seen to be the one to take the job on. I
appreciate your ”as time permits" and was surprised to have two
issues come that seemed close together.”
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I would like to thank our reauers for these comments and others

that have been received. ?our votes of confidence are very

encouraging in what is a very tedious and time consuming job. I

have however, no illusions about either my writing ability or

technical knowledge. There are others more qualifieo in both areas

than I am to do this. The reason I am doing this is because it
needs to be done. and thus far no one else here in the US has steped

forward to volunteer.

However. Transcommunication is an embryo technology. fis

technical research in this field gains momentum. in the due course

of time there will be others more gifted than I, who will begin

writing technical papers and newsletters far more sophisticated than

this. In a sense then, what I an doing is trying to hold the Fort
until the Cavalry get here. In the mean time I hope these papers
will be of help to you in your own work. I have personally found TC
fascinating and awesome, and it is bound to become even more so as

time goes on and reception begin to improve. fill of you working in
this field are pioneers in one of the greatest adventures that has

ever been undertaken by mankind.
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NOTES

1) Clarification--- In the last issue there were two articles
reprinted from one of the German newsletters. One of these articles
was about the wobble effect, the other article mentioned this

effect. Since it was not stated otherwise. the impression was left
that it may have been one of these two people who discovered this

effect. fis was mentioned in Uoices of Eternity by Sarah Estep.
which probably most but perhaps not all of you have read, it was
Sarah who discovered the wobble effect, and should be so credited.

2) 16 year old Taralyn Kent, daughter of Hr Ray Kent, an
Electronics Engineer from California, is without a doubt the
youngest gifted Transmedium in the USH. and perhaps in the “arid.
Hmong other things she is the only one I know of who has received a
good quality. quite understandable voice. on her first attempt at
recording. Taralyn has had good results by using a very soft fiF
carrier. usually radio static. The radio is placed several feet
away, or across the room from the recorder. and the level is set low

enough to be barely detectible or not detectible at all on the
record level meter.

3} Computer Editing—w— a short while back I received a
demonstration tape of computer editing from from Hr filex HacRae of
Scotland. who originated this technique as applied to

Transcommunication. Briefly the technique involves a computer

add—on board containing an 3/0 and D/fi converter. H segment of tape
is directed to the fi/D converter where it is converted to a binary
data string and stored in RflH. at this point it can be saved to
disk as a data file. and also manipulated in various ways. Under
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software control. any part of this string can be replayed through
the Dffi converter and then directed to an RF amp and/or recorder.

This allows the noise leading into the voice, and also the noise
trailing the voice to be very accurately trimed away leaving only

the voice itself. This in fact can be done so accurately that even
at the highest voice frequencies, a single cycle of the voice can be
added or subtracted.

On the demonstration tape, there are several weaker voices
which have been edited in this fashion, and it definitely makes them
easier to understand. It does not of course clarify reception
because at this point it can do nothing about the noise which is
included between the beginning and end of the voice, but it does
result in very worthwhile improvement, especially where weaker

voices are concerned. I think I can say this is the first technique
to come down the line that would be of help to everyone.

Unfortunately, it requires a computer as well as special software
and moderately expensive special equipment. But it is not beyond
the range of possibility that somewhere down the line someone may
set up a computer editing service where one could send tapes for
editing, much as we send in photographic film to be developed. Hr
HacRae has this to say about the technique:
(The following is a brief quotation from the original material of
LfiBORfiTDRV NOTEBOOK Ho. 3, which is unfortunately much too long to
entirely reprint in this issue. If any of you would like to have a
complete copy, I will be happy to send it to you upon request. -Ed)

”It is not my purpose here to go into full design details, even if
space allowed, but rather to give enough basic information to enable
the reader to evaluate the goodness, or otherwise, of the
computerized design to be described in this article - and indeed to
be able to judge other computerized systems the reader may come
across.

In this new design the moving parts Of a recorder would be replaced

by Rfifl - the audio analog information would be digitised and written
into Rfifl, incrementing the address by one each time a sample was
taken. Then on read, (”playback") all you would have to do was
specify which address to start reading and which to stop reading to
give very precise editing. To sample a waveform then you must take

samples fast enough to be able to reconstruct the waveform — at
least in rudimentary form from those samples. The slowest sampling
frequency that you can have is called the quist frequency, and it
is twice the highest frequency that you wish to sample. 30, if you

wish to sample up to 3.2 KHz, (which is the upper ~3db frequency in
a telephone quality frequency band), then the quist frequency will
be 6.4 KHZ, 6460 samples per second.

That covers the frequency, but what of the amplitude of the analog
signal. For speech that varies ‘widely, it has a large dynamic

range. Suppose that we convert each sample into an 8 digit binary
word.

(chart)

The range of positive values goes therefore from a minimum of
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decimal i to a maximum of the sum of all the decimal values from i
to 128. that is 255.

So. if we say that 255, or all of the 8 bits equal to binary i. is 1
volt, for example. then binary i, or the least significant bit. must
be equivalent to 1868/255 millivolts, or approximately 4 milliuolts.

This is somewhat less than ideal, we would like to have a dynamic
range of SB dbs. or from 1 volt down to 1 millivolt, to give speech
a good reproduction. To do this we would have to add another two
bits to our word to make it a 16 bit word. Such a word length.
however. does not fit with the standard computer bus systems or RfiH
data widths. To fit in with that we would have to go to 18 bits.
but that is now something of an overkill in terms of quality. f0?
just speech. and also it eats up memory space at a Prodigious rate.

Marking out memory requirements is easy enough. If the sample rate

is 8490 Per second and the word size is 8 bits then the typical 2
second EUP utterance will use up 12.8 KBytes of memory space. at a
transfer rate of 51.2 Kbits per second. Each utterance is stored as
a separate file. should be assigned its own filename, and has a
maximum size of B4 KBgtes.

The System in Use

Due to the above mentioned Financial constraints it was not until

March of 1991. almost 5 years later, that the first computerized
editing system was used.

Tapes were made and sent out. It is something of an indictment of
the EUP community - who are ever ready - indeed eager - to condemn
”Science“, that it took almost 5 years for this advance to appear.
when the design was available in 1986 and the matter could have been
wrapped up in nine months. (I know exactly what he is talking
about. —Ed)

35 it is. due to lack of time. the design had to be a compromise,
and is largely based on a commercial board.

There is nothing particularly fancy about the board - it P1095 into
an IBM P32 expansion slot. It uses an 8 bit fiDC. and has a data
rate that is adjustable but tied to the clock rate of the PC.

For a 16 MHz clock the transfer rate is 32 Kbits per second. which
for a word length of 8 bits gives a Ngquist frequency of 4 KHZ, or a
barely acceptable top frequency of 2 KHz. However. it is pointed
out that at this stage it is just a matter of proving the design.
The maximum rate is 64 Kbits per second which gives a quist of 8
KHz and thus a top frequency of 4 KHz, which according to
Hil~3td—i4?2D (Human Engineering) is the minimum acceptable.

The software is largely menu driven and will work with either a

floppy or a fixed disk. Prior to installing the software it is
necessary to make a directory called UDICE and the actual set of
programs can be downloaded quite quickly. The advantage of the
fixed disk i5 that 1:11 be operational it is Oh!!! necessary to call UP
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what equates to the Butoexec.bat file in the Uoice directory.

The Software is easily run from the keyboard, and the underlying
Programming is never seen. However, if one wishes one may write new
Programs or nodify existing ones using either C or BfiSIc. (Continued
next Issue).”

4) DHR—s- Back in fiugust Mr Ray Kent brought to my attention
that National Semiconductor is now producing a 14 pin dip refered to
as a Dynamic Noise Reduction System. This device is not just SOME
kind of filter on a chip, although it does include a filter. but
rather a dynamic noise reduction device based on what National
refers to as psychoacoustic principles.

These devices are still in short supply, but Ray managed to set

two in a sample kit. one of which was sent to me. This was used to
built a test line unit for use between recorder and fimp on playback.
OI" between two recorders. The circuit used was 85 recommended by

National for voice and mosic. (SU—lB/23) I have had very little
time to work with this circuit and preliminary results are
inconclusive. It seems to help, but only to a quite marginal degree
and only on some voices, mostly non—mediumistic level voices. The
devise however has not yet been optionalized for this purpose. It
has, among other things, a signal controlled band pass filter which

is also user adjustable. The circuit as recommended by National, as
mentioned. has been configured for both voice and music. This means

that the band pass is wide enough to pass higher Husic tones. We
believe readjusting the passband to voice frequency will help. but
there has not yet been time to do this. The devise is claimed to
have a 16 db erfective tape noise reduction, and Ray has been told
by a National Engineer that it is capable of doing considerably
better. The devise is listed in the new National catalog as the
LH1894M and LH1834H.

Today, just as I was about to write this, I received a letter
from Mr filec MacRae to whom I had mentioned this devise. Hr HacRae
has also managed to obtain two of these devices, and looks forward
to being able to find the time for experimentation. Incidentally,
filec is writing a Book about TC which will be at least partly
technical. This is being done at Publishers request, so there is no
doubt as to whether it will be published. find it certainly is going
to be a "must“ for anyone seriously interested in
Transcommunication.

filec also enclosed two pages from a Projects and Modules
catalog by the Naplin Co in England. Unfortunately there was no
address, but will try to find out. In any case there is an ad for
what they call the Stereo Dynamic Noise Reduction Module SHSBS.
listed as a ”Soundmaster“ Kit. find it is statEd that SiHPlE
modifications can be performed on the basic kit to improve the

performance of the system.

Ray recommends USE Of 900d quality CDHPOHE‘HTS; especially 109

noise metal resistors. The voltage divider R1/RE should be replaced
with a pot., preferably a multiturn with a multiturn calibrated

dial. This controls the sensitivity. Just how effective these
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devices are going to be in TC reception, still of course, remains to
be determined. But I think it almost certain that an optionaliZEG
configuration for TC reception will prove to be HOPE than effECtive

enough to justify the modest cost. I’m sure we will be hearing more
about ThQSE dEUiEES, and I will t ID keep you UP to date on

information and results.

S-fi) Reverse Uoices-—— fill of us have had the experience 0*
receiving voices which are too fast or too slow, at least relative

to the rate at which we experience time. Several hypotheses have
been proposed to explain this effect, including the hypothesis that
slow voices are from low Spirits and fast voices are from higher
Spirits who are supposed to bounce around or "vibrate" faster or
something, this despite the fact that when these voices are speeded
up or slowed down as the case may be, they turn out to be ordinary
Spirits saying ordinary things. Hr Kent has proposed the first
hypothesis that makes sense, at least to me. (I cannot say for
certain that this hypothesis is original) Hhat Ray said is that
since time is something different for Spirits than it is for us, as

a number of researChers have been told, it may he Simply a matter of
synchronization. Ne of course, simply pass through time at a fixed

rate which we rarely even think about betause there is nothing we

can do to change it. On the other hand, if to Spirits time is

variable, that is if they can, at will, change the rate at which

they pass through what we perceive as time, then this would mean

they would have to make a conscious effort to synchronize with our

time in order for their voice to be the Proper speed for us. find

this could be difficult for them to do.

Further, if for them time is variable, it may also be
bidirectional. 50 that reverse voices may be the rosult 0f thEM not

realizing they are traveling in the opposite direction than we are

through what we Perceive as tine. Or if such be the case, then
perhaps they deliberately travel in the opposite direction briefly

in order to record a reverse voice. fifter all reverse voices are
perhaps the very best evidence we have that TC is for real. No one
can say that a reverse voice is just a stray radio signal picked up
by our radio or recorder. 15 time variable and/or bidirectional for

our Spirit friends? Nell we don’t know for sure, but we do know
that time is associated with matter. find we know that spirits live
in a non-material realm where they are not subject to other material
constraints. Hr Kent has mentioned that it might possibly be of
some help to our Transpartners. to place some kind of timepiece,
clock or watch with a sweep second hand, near the receiving system.
in order to give them a clear visual indication not only of the rate
at which we are experiencing time, but also of the direction.

5-3) Reverse Uoices-—— Several month ago Mary and I happened
onto part of a TU program that had to with how certain tricks are
done in making Movie and TU films. P’M sure all or you have seem
commercials and other things that are simply impossible. fis an
example someone talking in a commercial while holding a bottle over
a glass in which the liquid is poring itself out of the glass and
back up into the bottle. Or a commercial in which a Lady iS
standing on a carpet holding an empty plate with a piece of pie
splattered on the carpet at her feet. Hhile she is talking the pie
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gathers itself up and "falls” back up onto the Plate. How do they
do this? ~~ Believe it or not, they are speak=eg backwards.

The sequence is shot forward. The liquid flows from bottle
down to glass and the pie falls off the plate onto the floor. But
while this is being filmed, the people, who have practiced their
lines very carefully, are actually talking backwards. “hen the
segment is then shown backwards the people seem to be speaking
normally, while something absolutely impossible happens. How do
they learn to do this? By a technique very similar to reverse
taping. They say their lines backward on a recorder, which is no
mean task as they not only must say the words in reverse order. but
must pronounce the phonemes of each word in reverse order, and then
they play the tape backwards to see how natural they sound. This
process is then repeated until they get it right. It is of course
quite tedious and can require several days just to learn a few
lines. There are only a few people who are talented at doing this.

”hat does all this have to do with TC? Just this; perhaps there
are Spirits who have also practiced speaking backwards in order to
doliberately speak to us in this manner. Many in the Spirit world
have gone to great pains to prove to us that they exist, and as was
noted earlier, reverse voices are some of the very best evidence we
her-x

In a recent letter from Hr David Fox, an Electronics Engineer
in England. he told me he had received a voice in the reverse mode
which he recognized as that of his Father. David’s Dad is in the
Spirit Horld, but I would say it is extremely unlikely that he is in
some other Universe which is traveling backwards in time relative to
our own.

In the TU program we saw, it was mentioned that special
recorders were used which were capable of playing the tape backward
without flipping it over as of course is necessary with an ordinary
recorder. I was not aware that there were such recorders. However,
Mr Kent told me that they do indeed exist, and told me about one
model which is not only reversible but also variable speed. (fis
versus 3 speed) find in fact Ray has arranged the use of one of
these machines for several weeks to examine voice samples. I do not
have the brand name or a distributor address, but if you would like
to have one of these machines and have 51,888 you don’t need, I can
find out this information for you.

5*8) Reverse Uoices——— Dan McKee along with several others have
been told by certain voices that the person speaking is in another
material Universe and that we are traveling backward in time
relative to them, which is why their voices seem to be baCkward to

.4. according to Hebster’s dictionary the term Universe means
everything that exists. It is- singular. The phrase "other
Universes" is self contradictory. There is only one. By definition
there can be only one because the one includes everything that

exists. Therefore the entities who are telling us about "other
Universes" are feeding us Bull....!, ——- Dr are they?

There are some who believe there can be more than one Universe
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and to an observer in any given one, their own would appear to be
the only one because interaction of any nature between Universes is
impossible. That is, to the observer within each Universe, their
own Universe would, in actual Fact, be everything that exists. They
further believe that since all interaction between Universes is
impossible, that two or more separate Universes could occupy what we
would think of as the same "space” at the sane ”time”.

This is a preposterous theory. Rho could possibly propose or
believe anything like this? well, lets just list a few: Stephen
Hawking-Cambridge University, filexander Uilenhin—Tufts University,
Sidney Coleman-Harvard, filan Goth—Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Hilly Fischler and Joseph Polchinski'University of
Texas, Edward Tryon-Hunter Sollege, Lawrence Susskind‘Stanfort,
Steven Neinberg—University of Texas.

5-D) Reverse Uoices——— I would like to invite all of you to tell
us about your experiences with reverse voices, for publication in
one of the next two issues. Of special interest, I think, would be
the reverse voice of a friend, relative, or someone else you have
known from here. The voice of one or more people, known or
Transpartner, who’s voice has come through in both forward fiHD
reverse mode. Several researchers have found that in reviewing, in
the reverse mode. tapes which had been recorded previously, there
were reverse voices on these tapes, even though no such
CDHMUHiEatiOfl had been requested at the time the recording was made.
In SOME cases the operator had DOT even heard Of reverse voices at
the time of recording. Have you had this experience? Have any of
these reverse voices told you where they are? If so, --where? “hot
is your opinion of these voices? why do you think there are
entities coming through to US in this manner?

8) Uery low level voices--— Uery low level voice reception,
whether one believes it to be extremely weak mediumistic reception,
or believes as 1 do that it is of a non—medidmistic nature,
considered from one standpoint, is probably the most important kind
of reception. This standpoint is it’s frequency. It is, by far,
much more frequent and common on voice recordings than is the much
better quality and far easier to understand Transmediumistic
reception. I cannot recall having ever closely examined a sample
tape recorded by anyone (I do not make a practice of doing this
because it is too time consuming), on which I have not detected the
Presence of at least a few such very low level voices, whether I
could understand them or not. It seems very probable to me that in
time such voices will come to be considered as "normal" TC
reception, while at the same time Transmediumistic voices will come
to be considered as the exception.

Such non—mediumistic voices are at such low level that. unlike
TH voices. they cannot. in most cases, be observed on a scope. In
other words the voice has a signal/noise ratio of zero, or as I have
long suspected but didn’t know for sure until receiving a recent
letter From Hr HacRae, may even have a negative signal/noise ratio.
Dr to use the technical term, the voice is "mask" by noise.

How could we possibly understand any voice that is buried in
noise that is as loud as. or even a little louder than, the voice?
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H81]. in norhal conversation we understand words because of two
factors. First, because we recOgnize the pattern of frequencies
that constitute the words. find second, because the words are louder

than any backsround noise, which makes the frequency pattern quite
easy to hear. ”here there is a zero, or negative, signal/noise
ratio we have lost the amplitude factor. but the frequency pattern
of the words is still Present. fill of us have had the experience of
trying to carry on a conversation with someone in a very noisy
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environment where the background noise is just as loud or even a
little louder than the voice of the person talking to us. In these
conditions we can still carry on the conversation. find although we

may often misunderstand a word, or miss a word entirely. it is still

possible to communicate information because our minds are able to

recognize voice frequency patterns against a background of louder

noise.

according to Mr HacRae, Iwho knows far more about this effect
than I. at a 5/" ratio of +8 DB about 987. Of what is said will be
understood. But this falls off rapidly until at -8 DB, even though
words can still be understood, it will be only about 18>: of what is

actually said. filec has this to 53"; about the masking effect

"flasking

”asking is where noise masks a signal, preventing it from being

heard. In the case of monosyllabic words and white noise If the
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Signalffloise ratio is + Sdb then what is heard will be around 362
correct, (for a person with good hearing). if the S/fl is - Sdb then
the score will be about 102 From 192 to ex the slope of the Zage
against 5/" curve is shallow, from 382 to 1882 the slope is also
quite shallow. But between 18 and 98 the curve is steep. (F19 5)

However, the computer program (computer editing —Ed3 does not at
present handle continuous white noise. “here it is useful is in

reducing the effects of impulse noise. Impulse noise. whEThEF
periodic or aperiodic, has a masking effect by (partly) "deafening‘i
the ear, for a matter of milliseconds, disabling it temporarily. 50
that any syllables immediately following may not be heard. This
phenomenon is similar to that of not in radio and is due to most of
the available population of neurons being simultaneously in

refractive mode.

So impulse noise results in two unwanted phenomena characteristic of
much EUP, false cue~ing and masking. If we had a way of slicing out
those small sections of time where the impulses occured then we

would go some way toward reducing ambiguities in the interpretation

of EU? utterances. But to do that would require millisecond precise
editing - a performance not possible with mechanical cue and review

systems.”

?) On The Horizon——— filec HacRae has taken what I believe to be
a significant step in post reception processing through application

of the computer editing technique. But this is not the end of the
line. 95 filec says this is a first step.

fis everyone knows computers are Fast. There’re dumb, -- but
fast. Relative to the clock speed of a modern desktop computer, the
highest frequencies of the human voice are traveling at a snail

pace. Today’s average PC is probably running at 12—16 ”Hz. Many
Businesses and individuals are using machines running at 28—33 ”Hz.
New machines just coming on the market run at 48-58, even as high as
68 MHz. find next generation computers will be in the 166-158 MHz
region. On the drawing boards are machines that will be running as

fast as 1 GHz.

If we take an ordinary computer of today running at lets say 21
MHZ (ain’t no such clock speed but I like the figure), and compare
this with the highest human voice frequency that we need, we find

that the voice frequency is 3,098 cycles per second while the
computer is running at 21,908,988 cycles per second. This means in
effECt, that in the length of time it takes the voice to complete

one cycle at it’s highest frequency, the computer has completed

7,583 cycles, or 3,596 cycles for each half cycle completed by the
voice.

This Presents some most interesting possibilities. The main

one of which is that a computer can do a LOT of mathematics in 3.566
clock cyc135. It could, for example, measure the duration 0f each

half cycle and delete from the data string any half cycles that were
found to have a duration of more than iIBBB sec or less than 118,688
sec. This in fact could be done so precisely that a frequency of

293 Hz would be totally deleted while a frequency of SBBHI would be
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passed at full amplitude. This would then form a bandpass film!“
who’s corners would be absolutely square instead of 3db rolloffs.
and who’s "slopes" would be vertical. Hith the proper programing.
the two bandpass frequencies could be adjusted to any values at the

touch of a few buttons.

But this is only one perimeter, there are probably a dozen
others a reasonably fast computer could take a long 100k at For each
half cycle and decide whether it should be included in the data
string as part of the voice. or deleted as noise. For example we
know that voice is Sine wave and noise is random. He also know that
when a phoneme is spoken the amplitude of each half cycle gradually
increases or decreases relative to previous half cycles. Ihe
computer could be programmed to measure and compare each half cycle
to an average of say the previous 5 or 13 half cycles, and if it is
within say 162 or 282 of that average amplitude then pass it along
as part of the voice. If it is 582 or ?SZ above average, than it
would be simply deleted from the data string as a noise spike.
There are so many half cycles in each phoneme that a few would not
be missed. But when such abnormal half cycles are present,
especially of above average amplitude, they definitely make a voice
difficult to understand.

HS computers become faster, to the point where there will be
tens of thousands of clock cycles to each voice half cycle, the
amount of mathematical analysis that can be done on each half cycle
will become virtually unlimited. If even I can imagine such future
possibilities for low level, non-mediumistic, voice clarification,
then I an sure those who are knowledgeable in these areas can
conceive of more sophisticated possibilities that I cannot even
imagine. But don’t hold your breath. This is not going to happen
tomorrow, or next month. But it will happen. Modern technology, in
all areas, is advancing on an exponential curve. The real question
then. is not as to whether TC reception will be clarified, but
rather how long will it take. If the United States set out to
clarify TC reception with the same determination that it set out to
put men on the moon. the job would be done in a year or two. as the
situation stands it is going to take longer, but the result will be
the same.
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3) fire Microphones Really Necessary?‘-- In the early 19?Bs
Lamoreaux brothers were some of the very first in this Country to be

active in EUP research. among the many experiments they did was 10
substitute several Radio Shack coils for their Microphone. JD?
reported that they did get reception by this Hethod, but that it H85
no better than by using a microphone.

Recently Ray Kent carried this experimentation further by doing
direct comparison with a Microphone on one channel of a stereo

recorder. and a high impedance coil substituted for the MicrOPhone

on the other. His daughter used this equipment and received at

least one good quality voice. This voice was of exactly the same

quality on both channels. There was no discernible difference.

8) This issue--— Hriting these papers is a very time consuming
job which I have to do over a number of weeks because of very
limited available time. Hhen I started this issue some time ago. I
had no intention of making it anywhere near this long. However, as

time went on, more and more interesting information was received

which I felt should be included. Consequently this issue became
longer and Here time consuming, and it was no longer Possible to
publish it by My ”target” date of Hov ist. I nope you will find the
delay justified by the additional material included.

19) Next iSSUE’“" I have just finished building a ESNHZ. 386
IBM/clone, which I have been working on for over‘ a year as time
permitted. This aachine is intended to be used for all future
publication and other TC work. My task in writing the next issue
will be threefold: To configure the system and learn to use a type
of computer which is new to no, to learn how to use several

software packages with which I am completely unfamiliar. and to

write the paper itself. For this reason the next paper will be
considerably shorter than this, -- Perhaps only a few pages-
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